I am BeBe Dalton Harrison and I am a natural resource professional who designs and implements programs for
government and private entities. Most recently, I worked in conjunction with the Town of Mt. Pleasant to create
several aquatic education programs and I am currently working to promote the recreational angler reporting app,
MyFishCount, for the South Atlantic Fishery Management Council.
As an aquatic education consultant, my programs and work in aquatic education have been recognized by the
American Fisheries Society as well as the International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies for outstanding
programs.
My passion for fishing and aquatic education can be traced back to my experiences with the SC Department of
Natural Resources where I started out as a shy camper with their Camp Wildwood program until I graduated and
found a job with the agency. I spent time teaching about the marine environment at SCDNR’s Marine Resources
Division and then moved on to Columbia to develop and launch the first ever aquatic education program introduced
by the Wildlife and Freshwater Fisheries section. I specialize in introducing new anglers to the sport of fishing with an
understanding of angler ethics and conservation.
I have worked in natural resources for over 22 years gaining experience in education, marketing, evaluation,
conservation, and program development. As a seasoned natural resource professional, I am passionate about
advancing quality time spent in the outdoors by youth, women and families. In addition to my consulting work, I also
have a line of unique fishing accessories developed as a result of my experience teaching new anglers. My aquatic
education company, Angling Women, is driven by a mission to educate new anglers and those who are returning to
the sport. I strive to inspire youth, women, and families to feel confident in their fishing skills.
I have been involved with AREA since 2000 and took a break for a few years when having my children. I was thrilled
to be able to become involved with AREA again once my children were a little older. I served as a Southeast rep in
the past and would enjoy serving in whatever capacity you have a need. I feel that it is extremely important to
network, share ideas, and work together to achieve goals. AREA has always been such an amazing resource for
aquatic educators and I don’t want to see it slow down. I have seen progress over the last 20+ years and I do not
want to lose traction. My priorities for AREA would be:
Provide a consistent portal for communicating national information to the region and vice versa
Connect the regional folks and give them an opportunity to share suggestions/info with each other and the
AREA board
Continue to share regional educational information and opportunities
I look forward to becoming more involved with AREA again and networking with this incredible group of like minded
individuals.
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